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Introduction
Anyone who has ever walked out of a movie theater after seeing a superhero film has fantasized about
being a hero or a master villain. Shiny Super Heroines brings you sexy Babes in their best costumes
showing off their amazing bodies and being tied-up, restrained or otherwise captured by their
adversaries. It's a very unique site and from comic-book fans it is sure to get a smile... at the very least!
The pictures are 2000x1333 suitable for printing in scrap-book form and the videos are in HD  as well in
short clips.

Adult Review
Look, up in the sky, that chick has an amazing tight body and a huge rack... and oh by the way she is flying! With 48 updates
total, some as pictures only and others as high-def video clips, Shiny Super Heroines brings a POW, WHAP and BLAM right
to your libido with sultry vixens and gorgeous heroines showing off their spandex-clad physiques!
  
  Photos are all available in incredibly clear 2000x1333 image quality perfect for desktop wallpaper, off-line slide-shows or
printing in scrapbook format. Aspiring comic book writers will have no problem at all finding plenty of inspiration flipping
through the pages of this one of a kind porn site! 
  
  Video updates are also available. Each is filmed in 1280x720 Divx format or in smaller resolutions in other formats as well.
The clarity is first rate, the only downside is that most clips average only a few minutes in length. However, the ones with a
super hot starlet tied up and tying to get loose from the ropes as evil music plays in the background are very erotic to some
viewers and stupendously funny to others.
  
  The whole site is softcore, no actual sex scenes are filmed and that makes Shiny Super Heroines one of the few adult sites
that you can send to a friend for a shared laugh. It's more than just a gimmick, it's an adventure!

Porn Summary
Very few adult sites are truly unique and offer something none of the others do. Even fewer are suitable for showing to a
friend or emailing to a co-worker as a goof. Shiny Super Heroines is one of those special sites on both levels and that is what
makes it well with checking out.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'It's a bird, it's a plane... it's WOW she has a great ass!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 85
Support: 80 Unique: 100    Taste: 85        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Bondage, Exclusive, HD, Softcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 22
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